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Devonia Group have a range of fabulous hotels in Devon to satisfy all requirements !
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Over the past few years people of the UK have been choosing to holiday within the UK rather than
going abroad. This is down to a number of factors, as well as the obvious economic reason, we
believe that people have rediscovered the beauty within our own country. Great news for the tourist
trade which at present brings in over Â£1 billion pounds a year!

Devon is one of the most beautiful and most popular UK destinations, currently rated top of the table
for places to visit in the UK, situated in the South West of the country. With its clement weather it
attracts millions of visitors every year from both the UK and abroad. Devon offers a fantastic holiday
location of stunning unrivalled scenery with an abundance of things to do, as well as rural tranquillity.

There is an abundance of Devon hotels, each offering something different but if itâ€™s great hotels in
Devon then look no further than The Devonia Group, we have something to suit everyoneâ€™s needs
as well as the all important budget! From the quality 2 star Arlington with its mass of facilities to the
luxury newly refurbished apartments at Cove View. We have been successfully helping visitors to
Devon for many years and are at a distinct advantage given that we have a wealth of knowledge of
the local area and experience when it comes to hotels in Devon.

All our Devon hotels are staffed by friendly yet professional people committed to ensuring you have
a great stay and a fantastic holiday. Itâ€™s easy to book one of our hotels either call our dedicated
booking lines or visit us online. We aim to keep our hotels in Devon at low affordable prices and
have what we call Starbuys to help you achieve this!
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 - About Author:
If you are looking for the most comfortable and relaxing a hotels in Devon then devoniahotels.co.uk
is the place to visit. Our a Devon hotels are in such high demand as they provide luxury at
affordable prices.
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